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Introduction:
To many, the thought of handing a kindergarten student a ukulele is
terrifying. However, if presented properly, it doesn’t have to be such a
scary thought! In this packet, you will find tips and tricks that I have found
successful in my music classroom that are geared towards teaching
kindergarten students the ukulele. I have found that they work
wonderfully with 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade students as well. Please note,
these are my own activities and lessons that I have used with my students.
Throughout the packet, I will reference what I have found to work in my
classroom, but of course, I invite you to take these activities and make
them your own!
I hope that you will find this packet both informative and useful and that
you will no longer be afraid to get your ukulele program rocking from the
earliest days!

Pre-Ukulele Activities:
We start playing the second half of kindergarten.
Start when you think your kiddos are ready.
Teach the “Finger Song”
To the tune of “Are You Sleeping?”
*Song starts with both hands behind back*
Where is number 1?
Where is number 1?
Here I am! *Show left hand pointer*
Here I am! *Show right hand pointer*
How are you today sir? *Tap fingers together to left*
Very well, I thank you! *
 Tap fingers together to right*
Run away! *
 Put left hand behind back*
Run away! *
 Put right hand behind back*
Repeat with fingers 2, 3, 4
Practice finger dexterity:
Call and response, singing the first 4 notes of a scale:
1 = do 2 = re 3 = mi 4 = fa
1- 1 -1-1 - 1
Ta Ta Ti-ti Ta
*Students tap first finger to thumb, repeats with fingers 2, 3, and 4
*Tap both hands at once.
Then, continuing call and response, using the first 4 notes of the scale:
1-2-3-4-3-2-1
*Students tap each finger to thumb as they go
Ideas:
Increase the speed. Go too fast, just for fun!
Make sure they are watching their fingers meet
their thumbs.
Highlight students who do an excellent job of
watching their fingers.
Sing it in Spanish! It is hard to sing the numbers
backward!

Learn note colors:
Do = red = C
Fa = green = F
**While many methods do not teach kindergarteners ‘do’, I found it very useful
when teaching them the C chord. They were able to figure out why the dot is
red and understood the chord as the C chord. Without first having understood
‘do’ as red, they would not have made or understood this connection as easily.

Setting Up The Instrument:
This is how I store and label all of my instruments.

Every instrument is labeled with its number.
I printed the numbers and use clear tape to attach.
Prevents students from switching instruments.
If you do take an instrument away from a student for
a moment, it makes matching it back with the correct
case way easier.
Another way to identify any given student’s
instrument.

Label the chords:
I use “Mark-It” Brand stickers, which fit the ukulele
perfectly.
Label F, C, and G chords with appropriate colors.
Kindergarten does not learn G, but will wonder what it is!
More advanced (older) students are still able to figure out
other chords on their own.

Label the case:
Students can clearly see the number from the outside.
When you hang the instruments up, remind them that the
“number points out.”

Mark where the hook should go:
Use a piece of electrical tape on the strap.
This shows students where to hang the ukulele.
Prevents students from trying to hang it by the handle.
Ensures every instrument is hung up correctly!

The First Few Classes:
Instrument safety is SO important. It takes time in the beginning, but it
will save you lots of headaches later on!
If possible, assign each student his/her own ukulele to use every class.
This makes the instrument their own.
They feel responsible for their instrument.
It allows you to keep track of any instrument damages that may happen.

Recite the rules over and over (and over):
1. No playing when the teacher is talking.
2. Don’t turn the pegs.
3. Strum gently.
Review WHY we don’t turn the pegs:
1. Strings are like rubber bands and they could break.
If you turn and turn and turn the peg, what will happen?
“Would mom or dad be happy if I had to call and tell them you broke
your ukulele string!?”
2. Right now the ukuleles sound g
 ood. If you turn the pegs, they will sound b
 ad.
I don’t know about you, but I want to sound good!
Repeat it over and over. Have them repeat it over and over “Don’t turn the pegs!” (In
fact, don’t even touch the pegs!)
Practice getting the ukuleles from the storage area and walking to their seat.
Have students demonstrate doing it correctly.
Talk about everything from holding it at your side to setting it down gently.

Once they have their instrument in front of them, don’t open the case yet!
Check that the number points up.
Skinny part (the neck) towards the door. (I use door, but you can use whatever
fits your classroom.)
Hands are in your lap.

This is a call and response to keep them engaged and have them double-check their
work:
Teacher: The number points…
Teacher: The skinny part points towards the….
Teacher: Hands are in your…..


 tudents: Up!
S
Students: Door!
Students: Lap!

Then open your cases together!

The Four Positions:
I use these to maintain order and consistency and create a sense of
ensemble among my students.
Case: ukulele is on top of the case, hands are in your lap.
(Use “floor” if you don’t have cases)
Rest Position: ukulele is in lap, hands on top of the strings.
Playing Position: strings point out, lego hand in place, but n
 ot playing yet!
Practice: ukulele stays on the floor and hold your pretend instrument
Practice moving from position to position.
Every time you say something students say it back.
Teacher: Rest position
Students: Rest position
Teacher: Playing position
Students: Playing position
Teacher: Case
Students: Case
Play a “Simon Says” game and see who can be the last person listening.

Rest Position Song: (for some extra singing practice)
To the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle”
Rest position, check your hands
On the strings, that’s mighty grand.
Looking forward, straight ahead.
Hearing what the teacher said.
Rest position, check your hands.
On the strings, that’s mighty grand.

Playing On Day One:
Your students want to play!! No matter what, make sure they leave
their first class having played something.

Strumming:
To avoid strumming too hard or too robotic
Pretend there are ants all over your ukulele
The only way to get them off is “loosey goosey baby!”
We don’t want ants all over our instruments… robots smash ants!
Later on… use it as a reminder: “Loosey goosey baby, loosey goosey!” If you see a
student strumming too hard, pretend to wipe the smashed ants off of his or her
ukulele.

Lego Hand:
Great way to visualize playing for students.
Each finger is like a lego that gets “locked in”
(We even make the “lock in” sound.)
Use for open strumming, C chord, F chord, etc.
Helps them to understand one finger presses while the other strums
Practice making one hand a lego hand the other “loosey goosey baby!”



Lego Hand→

The C Chord:
Introduce once students are comfortable holding and strumming.
Make a 3rd finger pincher
Do different chants while holding down 3rd finger to thumb
“Oh yeah!”
“Uh huh!”
“That’s right!”

“Woo woo!”
“Raise the roof!”

Draw a red dot on their ring finger (first 1-3 times, depending)
Tell them “red dot to red dot.”

Then do all the one chord songs you can find!
Are You Sleeping? → Great opportunity to work on beat vs. rhythm
Row Your Boat
Mouse, Mousie
Itsy-Bitsy Spider
La Araña Pequeñita (Itsy-Bitsy Spider in Spanish)

Use a C major jam track or a drum beat while you sing and play.

Ukulele Detectives:
Rather than just showing and telling them what the chord symbol looks
like, let them figure it out on their own by being u
 kulele detectives!

The clues should start general and become broader…

Encourage them to work with their neighbors. Many kids will get it after the first clue,
others will take some time. If they think they have it, make sure they keep checking
their work with every clue.

Side note-- I play Pink Panther music during this activity to really get them in
the mood!

By understanding how to read the chart, it makes it much easier to add the F
chord later on!
When introducing the F Chord, I show them the symbol first and see if they can
figure it out on their own.

General Ideas and Added Insights
(and a quick note on the F chord):
Encourage collaboration whenever possible.
”Check to make sure your neighbor has it.”
”Play it for your neighbor.”
”Practice with your neighbor.”

Give them time to work on songs while you walk around the room.
”Practice switching from C to F while I walk around.”
”Practice strumming loosey goosey while I check.”

Assign Student Jobs:
Videographer: for when we take class videos (allows you to teach and not
worry about taking a video, plus they LOVE it.) (It might make for some shakey
videos though!)
Student helpers: can be assigned at the beginning of class or throughout. If
you have a student who is really excelling, let them come around and help
others who are struggling.
Pride Point Giver: ...or whatever system your school uses. To hand out points
to students who are following directions or on-task.
Ukulele Checker: their job is to make sure all of the ukuleles are put away
properly at the end of class.

Instrument Safety:
Talk about it EVERY SINGLE TIME.
Especially with kindergarten classes!
Do not let them take out a ukulele without going over the first three rules!!
Repetition, repetition, repetition-- remind them how to hold the case, of the
positions, how to carry it, and how to hang it up at the end of class.
Also-- talk about the soundhole and why we don’t put our fingers (or
anything else) there!
They will take pride in taking care of their own instrument.

Play in small chunks:
Just like with anything, kindergarten students can have a short attention span.
Let them get up and move in-between activities.
Keep ukulele playing to short chunks-- 15-20 minutes, depending on class
length.
As you progress, incorporate singing games into the lesson.
Sample Class:
5 minute warm-up
15-20 minute singing game
15-20 minutes of ukulele
5 minute dance/movement activity
=45 minute class!

The F Chord:
I found that about 75% of my kindergarten students could successfully switch between
C and F on their own.
To start, we make a peace sign and say silly things like:
“Peace dude!”
“Peace be with you!”
“Peace bro!”
This helps them identify which fingers to use.
I use these words: “Finger one plops. Finger two streeeeetches across.”
Show them how finger 1 stays on fret 1, and finger 2 on fret 2
Some will get it, others won’t. It’s ok!
Great opportunity to use student helpers for those who catch on quickly.
Give them lots of time to practice going to F only.
When they can play F then let them switch between F and C.

Put it in the context of a 2 chord song.
You may lose a number of students here.
It’s very challenging to sing, play, and switch fingers.
Let them know what they are doing is not easy!!
Use it as a preview of 1st grade.

Ukulele Day!
A day for family members to see and hear what their students are
doing in music class.
Great if you have a class set of instruments and are unable to have a full grade level
concert.

During your music class time.
Can be tricky with scheduling, but you will be surprised how many parents show
up to hear their little ones!

Do your regular ukulele class from Day 1-- just explain what you are doing along the
way. (Think “ informance” rather than “performance.” )
Show family members everything. Your students will take pride in it all.
At the end, let the students teach their family members how to play.

Ukulele Day gives students a performance goal.
They will be excited and nervous.
But it’s very low-pressure on you in terms of planning and programming!

At the end of the year, many students will say it was their favorite
thing we did in music class!
Use a flyer like this to send home…..

One Last Note:
I hope you found this packet to be not only informative but also useful f or
you and your students. Please feel free to use any and all of the activities
listed. Use them as described, or adapt them and make them your own.

If you would like to see some of these activities in action, you can visit:

https://youtu.be/bWMbBeUQxJ4
(Please note: this is an unlisted link, so you will not be able to search for it on my YouTube account.)

The amount of progress I have heard in my kindergarten students since
they began playing the ukulele is quite remarkable. Their families raved
on Ukulele Day. Their teachers couldn’t believe what they were able to do.
Handing these young students instruments is an amazing way to build
your music program for so many years to come.
Don’t be afraid to hand them an instrument!
Finally, I leave you with two mottos that are the driving forces of my
kindergarten lessons.

Embrace approximation.
Have fun.
Nicole Guimaraes
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